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Nutrient Absorption

Damaged GI tracts and low-energy cells can limit our ability to get nutrients where they're needed. As a result, our
bodies simply don't function they way they should.

Fulvic molecules can recharge our cells allowing them to easily take in the nutrients they need and rid themselves of
toxins. Plus, fulvic molecules can bind with nutrients in our GI tracts and help carry them to cells throughout our bodies.
Humic molecules help ease the inflammation in the GI tract that interferes with absorption. *

The Missing Ingredient

That Does It All!

Nutrient Replenishment

USDA data shows a steady and steep decline in the nutritional value of our crops. Today we simply can't get the same
amount of essential vitamins and minerals from our food that we did 100 years ago because our soils are lacking the
humic and fulvic responsible for getting nutrients into our crops.

Now, we can easily fill our nutritional gaps by taking a high-quality Humic and Fulvic supplement that contains the wide
range of ionic minerals that we are missing in our foods. *

GI Health

Our digestive systems are under frequent attack by pesticide residues, medications, and poor food choices, but Humic
and Fulvic can help.

Humic acid supports healthy bacterial balance by binding with harmful substances like glyphosate and by acting as a
prebiotic fiber (food for beneficial bacteria). Humic may also help decrease the production of inflammatory cytokines
(TNFɑ and IL-6). Additionally, laboratory studies have shown humic to provide electrochemical support to strengthen
tight junction integrity. Weak tight junctions are recognized as a major cause of Leaky Gut. *

Detoxification

As our cells go about their daily tasks, they naturally create toxic byproducts. Healthy cells easily release these toxins
so they can be removed from our bodies. Unfortunately, due to various causes, our cells may not be be able to release
these toxins.

Fulvic can help our cells open the doors and clear out all the junk that's slowing them down. At the same time, humic
supports our gut microbiome which helps fight bacteria and viruses before they can enter the bloodstream *

This Gift from Mother Earth is the supplement
you've been looking for to top off
all your health-conscious efforts!



*These statements have not been approved by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is a
dietary supplement and not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Check with your healthcare practitioner or

supplement provider to purchase.

"I was having terrible debilitating inflammation, pain and stiffness, and water retention in
both of my legs. I started taking the Humic/Fulvic in every glass of water and my legs

function normally now. No pain. Excellent product."
-Melinda

"I've been taking the Humic & Fulvic for about two years now and I've seen remarkable
improvement in my fingernails, toenails and hair. I really feel like it's giving my body what

it's missing and I'm so grateful for that."
-Patricia K.
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